Cookie Tasting
Cookie Tasting and Voting

Girl Scouts learn the importance of knowing their produce well including the knowledge they gain from tasting each cookie first hand.

Totally Tasty!
Cookie tasting is a great way to wrap-up the Cookie Relay activity. Armed with cookie intelligence, give girls the opportunity to taste test cookies and then to cast their vote for their favorite variety! After all, what better way to describe a product than to have tasted it! Be sure and tally the votes before the conclusion of the rally or meeting, so that you can announce the “cookie favorite” at the wrap-up.

Supplies:
- Cookies for taste testing
- One empty cookie box for each cookie variety
- Voting ballots (one per girl)
- Napkins and/or small paper cups to hold each girl’s cookie samples.
- Voting Instruction Sign (art included below)
- Cookie Allergen Sign (art included below)
- Two 8½ x 11 clear plastic frames to hold signs
- Tape
- Scissors

Preparation
- Break or cut cookies into 2 to 4 pieces for taste testing. Place one piece of each cookie in a paper cup.
- Carefully open boxes at bottom to remove contents, then tape ends of empty cookie boxes closed.
- Cut a slot in the top of each empty cookie box (approximately 3” x ½” long). Place boxes on a table.
- Print voting ballots and cut into individual ballots so that you have one per girl. Art below provides option for color OR for black and white printing.
- Print Instruction Sign and Allergen Sign and insert each sign into a clear plastic tabletop frame and place on table with voting boxes.

Time to Taste Test!

Be sure and Check for allergens prior to distributing cookies.
- Give each girl a cup with a sample of each cookie, along with one voting ballot.
- Explain to girls that they should taste a bite of each cookie to become familiar with the cookies that they are selling. As they are tasting, they will want to decide which one is their favorite.
- When done tasting, invite girls to bring their ballot to the voting table, and to place their ballot into the cookie box for their favorite

IMPORTANT:
Be sure to post cookie allergen information and check with the girls and their responsible adults regarding any food allergies prior to serving cookies.
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Vote for Your Favorite Cookie!

Find the box for your favorite cookie and place your vote in that box.
For those with Food Allergies:

All Little Brownie Girl Scout Cookies contain wheat, soy and milk ingredients. Cookies may also contain peanuts or tree nuts. Cookies may have been prepared for this tasting near product containing peanuts and tree nuts.